TWENTEBELT WIRE MESH BELTS
Endless connection by means of connection tubes

1. ▶ Separate a wire rod from the belt
   ▶ Split this wire rod as illustrated
   ! Attention:
   Do not position the tubes in the driven sections of the belt

2. ▶ Connect the edges on both sides of the belt
   i The use of a screw driver can simplify the act
   ▶ Insert all individual parts of the rod

3. ▶ Complete the connection by joining all sections with the separated rod and straightening it if necessary
   i The use of a long nose plier can simplify the act

4. ▶ Place the tubes on to the wire ends
   ▶ Fix the tubes on the rod by squeezing the ends with the use of pliers
   ▶ Your Twentebelt Wire mesh belt is ready for use

! Attention:
Wire mesh belts with a double bent Z-side can also be connected according to the same instructions
Connection tubes can also be used for repairs, if necessary